Hello
There’re a lot of US testimonials to Captain Bob but we don’t see none that gives the British
angle on things so we thought we’d put that right see. Crikey where do we start? Alright
he’s a “septic tank” but don’t let that worry your loaf of
bread, cos he’s a
diamond geezer. We’ve
done this sailing lark
with Bob several times
over the years and it’s
been cushty and we’ve
well enjoyed ourselves
and he’s become a bit
of a china. You don’t
have to worry about
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nothing. He sorts the
boat out for decent bread and honey, works out where
you’re going , what’s best for the wind and all that nautical malarkey.
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Decent cove he is and seems to know what he’s doing
and aint never hit a ferry yet nor a quay which is
easier said than done cos the first don’t give a
monkey’s and the second is well solid . You know
after a really spirited sail you can spend a very
pleasant tea-time snug up against a quaint island
town-harbour with a cold kitchen sink in your hand
with some Vincent in it, watching folk of all nations
batter their hired boats up against the wall. And Bob
don’t never do that. Smooth he is. If you can drive the
nanny goat he’ll let you drive, if you can’t drive and
fancy a bit of posing like Pugwash he’ll teach you .If
you don’t, you can sit on your ‘arriss, just watch the
world go by!
Lovely.

It’s no good I can’t keep this Mockney up any
more…I’m from Yorkshire anyway and live in
Northumberland near the Scottish border so we
don’t talk like that anyway although Bob says I am
the only person he’s heard use “Crikey” in everyday
speech . We have taught him some Northumbrian
and he knows what a”Netty” is now so he doesn’t
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confuse us with Americanisms like “comfort
station”. We’ve sailed with Bob over many years in
the Ionian, Dodecanese, Croatia, Catalonia and on
the Amalfi coast. Cabin Charter sailing is really a
great way to have a holiday-sail on a good-sized
boat at reasonable cost without having to worry
about the responsibility of skippering. It’s also a
very good way of meeting like-minded but
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different people both to sail with and to sit down
with in a Taverna or Cantina and spent a very pleasant post-sailing evening over a meal and
a glass.
Oh and Bob does exist…We have sent our hard-earned dosh
spinning away into the ether and it gets there right as rain and
when you turn up there he is beside your boat as large as
life…well to be honest slightly larger . We would recommend
trying Cabin Charter Sailing with him , cos as well as a good time
there’s a very nice “Dicky Dirt” you can wear into port, what we
refers to as livery and makes you look like a proper yachtie.
Go on give it a go why don’t you. .
Stewart & Gillian
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